Les relations d'orientations preferes de joints de grains entre phases heterogenes ont Bte determinees dans le systeme argenthickel en utilisant la methode de rotation de spheres selon Gleiter. La comparaison avec d'autres etudes de rotation de spheres demontre une grande similarite entre les systemes etudies jusqu'a present, inclus les systemes metaux sur oxides et sur alcalihalogenes. En tout, 33 types d'orientations ont BtB trouves; ils peuvent &tre reduits a 10 types de joints de grains "elementaires", si "facetting" et "twinning" aux joints sont admis. Dans presque tous les systemes I'orientation la plus dominante est celle de cube-sur-cube. L'analyse de joints preferes "elementaires" demontre qu'ils ne sont pas conformes au "Lock-in" ou au modele conventionnel de coincidence, mais qu'ils peuvent gtre compris comme joints de coincidence avec un rayon de tolerance tres etendu. On suppose que celle "coincidence" etendue ne pourrait pas Btre deraisonnable pour des paires de materiaux avec lieu faible entre les phases.
INTRODUCTION
For boundaries between crystals of the same material, the relation between the structure or the crystallography of the boundaries and their specific energy has been investigated in considerable depth. For heterophase boundaries, the state of knowledge is still rather rudimentary. In particular, most of the empirical information concerns boundaries between very unlike materials such as metals against oxides or alkali halides, and little information is available for boundaries between mutually insoluble metals. The pair silver/nickel is a good representative of this category. This paper describes experiments on Ag/Ni boundaries following the "sphere rotation" concept proposed by Herrmann et at. (1) 
EXPERIMENTAL
Heterophase boundaries between silver and nickel were formed by sintering about lo7 monocrystalline silver spheres of --diameter onto a nickel (110) substrate. During sintering (45 hrs at 900°C), the spheres rotate so as to assume orientations of low Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1988564 specific phase boundary energy. The relative frequencies of the final orientations are determined, using an x-ray texture goniometer, by recording the Ag(ll1) pole figure. The pole intensities reflect the population densities of the various boundary orientations which are assumed to be proportional to their specific energies.
Except for special orientations, each silver sphere gives four (111) reflexes, some of which may coincide with reflexes due to other orientations. Any such coincidences have to be deconvoluted to extract the true orientation distribution from the pole figures. In the present case, all observed poles could be accounted for by eight different sphere orientations (each of which was manifested by the required four poles). These orientations are listed in table I. 
DISCUSSION
The most prominent orientation by far is the "cube-on-cube'' *) type, which is also found with equal prominence in the systems A d g o , W g O , Au/LiF. Au/NaCl, A m 1 (2). both in sphere rotation experiments and in thin film epitaxy, e.g. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . It occurs also in the system Ag/NaCl (Q), but with lower frequency.
The other seven orientations in table I, which are much less populated than the cubeon-cube type, also have correspondences among the other systems studied by the sphere-on-plate technique, or by epitaxy experiments. The occurrence of these boundary orientations in very different systems strongly suggests the existence of some general priciple governing the architecture of low energy heterophase boundaries.
However, when the observed boundaries are analyzed in terms of the density of near coincidences (10) . or of configurations allowing lock-in between rows of atoms in the planes adjacent to the boundary ( 2 ) . it is found that neither of these two models can account for the selection of the observed orientations as low energy boundaries. (The analysis, which is published elsewhere (11) . considers the density of "nearly coincident" sites -within a tolerance radius of 2.5% of an atomic diameter -on both sides of an unreLaxed boundary between perfect half-crystals of the two materials, and the strain required to bring the two lattices into perfect coincidence at the corners of the "near coincidence" cells is also taken into consideration. ) In particular , the cube-on-cube boundary has decidedly lower coincidence density and lower density of lock-in configurations than boundaries which are formed with much lower frequency.
*)used here for all boundaries with zero rotational misorientation between the two lattices. regardless of the inclination of the boundary plane.
Conversely, when analysing the geometry of all theoretically possible boundaries of moderately simple crystallography. one finds boundaries which have much more favourable coincidence density or lock-in configurations than any of those observed in the experiment.
Thus we are forced to conclude that the often-invoked principles of "near coincidence" or "lock-in", when applied in their customary form, cannot correctly predict the boundary types which are formed when nature is left to its own preferences. This is similar to the conclusion of Sutton and Balluffi (12) in a recent analysis of the crystallography of a large variety of observed homo-and heterophase boundaries. Likewise, it is impossible to account for the boundaries formed in the Ag/Ni system in terms of the excess volume model (13. 14) or in terms of a model based on the minimisation of the total surface energy of the spheres (15) .
The x-ray pole figure technique defines the orientation relation between the bulks of the substrate and of the sphere, and in deriving the boundary structure it is normally assumed that the boundary plane is identical to the plane of the substrate surface. If the possibilities of facetting of the boundary plane and of twinning in the material adjacent to the boundary ( fig. 1 ) are admitted. many apparently complicated boundaries can be reduced to the cube-on-cube type. The remainder are found to have a common characteristic in that either the (111) or the (211) plane of a S 3 twin of the one material faces a low index plane such as (100) or (011) of the other ( fig.  2 ). The occurrence of such "half-twin configurations" is noted here in a purely phenomenological sense. No physical explanation can be given at this time for thisWhalftwin configuration". but it seems to have at least heuristic value: of the 33 different boundary configurations that occur in all the systems ivhich have been studied by sphere-on-plate experiments. 15 can be described as variants of the "half-twin"-type, and 18 as variants of the cube-on-cube type. Under "variants", we subsume facetting of the boundary, twinning of the material adjacent to it, various boundary planes [(100), (110), (Ill)] in the cube-on-cube orientation, and various rotational displacements of the one crystal against the other in the boundary plane ( fig. 3 ). This reduces the plurality of observed (macroscopic) orientation types to a basic set of only 10 (microscopic) boundary orientation types (cf. Table 11 ). Table 11 . Crystallographic characterization of the basic set of boundary orientation types :
Nr . Although we have to bear in mind that some of these microscopic boundary types remain hypothetical until checked by electron microscopy, they form, at the moment, the simplest set of elementary boundary configurations from which the whole range of observed orientations might be constructed. Therefore it is of interest to examine their possible structures in some more detail. For example, how are we to understand the apparent preference for cube-on-cube boundaries in systems of such widely varying lattice misfit (1.3 to 35.1 %)? Does it perhaps indicate that the coincidence principle should be applied with a substantially extended tolerance radius?
Parallel planes
An analysis was made of the microscopic boundary types for each of the material pairs in which they occur, each pair being characterized by different ratios of the lattice periodicities on the "sphere" and on the "plate" side of the boundary plane (fig. 4) . To allow quan'titative comparisons, the coincidence density of the heterophase boundary is characterized by the square root of the product of the coincidence densities on either side of the boundary plane, "Coincidence" is assumed to exist when two lattice points are within a tolerance width r of each other. Obviously. the larger T, the higher will be the coincidence density, but also the strain required to bring the two lattices to coincide exactly at the coincidence points; this strain is a measure of the misfit energy of the boundary, or of its geometrically necessary Burgers vector content. We characterize this strain by where el = 2~1/(nla1 + mlbl) and € 2 = 2r2/(n2a2 + m2b2),
and where T, and r2 are the components of the misfit vectdr and nlal and nla2 are the edges of the coincidence cell in one of the adjoining lattices, and mlbl, m2b2 refer to the other lattice (cf. fig. 4 ).
Customarily. the tolerance limit for coincidence is taken as 0.02. In the boundaries under consideration. this results in unreasonably large coincidence cells for some of the highly populated cube-on-cube boundaries, with values of 2% of the order of several hundred or above one thousand. Such large coincidence cells (small coincidence densities) must be considered physically meaningless. In the case of homophase (grain) boundaries, low boundary energies have been found in the range 3 _< Z _< 11. For the set of "elementary" boundaries considered here, a value of e = 0.064 must be admitted in order to bring the maximum value of 2% down to 42, and e = 0.215 would be required to bring it down below 15 -but once we get below this point, we find that no boundaries are left with coincidence densities lower than 23 = 6 ( fig. 5 ) .
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